
HA&W Audit Support Services Allow 
Client to Obtain $500 Million in 
Refinancing from Lender

Recently, Habif, Arogeti & Wynne, LLP (HA&W) was retained by a private equity-
owned talent management company with $500 million in annual revenues that 
is planning an IPO in the next two years. The company needed help preparing 
documentation to support its financial statements, which needed to be audited by a 
“Big Four” firm in order to obtain refinancing with its primary lender. The client had 
recently undergone a number of acquisitions and restructuring efforts, causing a lack 
of knowledge around the historical accounting records and a lack of support behind 
its financial statements within the organization. This lack caused its “Big Four” auditor 
to have challenges with issuing an unqualified opinion, while the client’s lender would 
not accept anything other than an unqualified opinion. 

The client engaged HA&W to: 
• Communicate directly with the “Big Four” auditor about their audit requests
• Obtain access to the client’s systems and repositories
• Perform data-analyses on certain information to make it “auditable”
• Complete and improve account reconciliations up to “Big Four” audit standards
• Complete stock-based compensation valuation and accounting schedules
• Complete goodwill and intangibles impairment analyses and valuations
• Complete income tax accounting provisions, deferred tax entries and 

reconciliations
• Draft financial statement footnotes and complete the “Big Four” auditor’s 

automated disclosure checklist

After a three month process, HA&W was able to complete all the services the client 
needed to get their financial statements cleaned up for its audit.  The client’s “Big 
Four” auditor was able to issue an unqualified opinion, allowing the client to receive 
$500 million from its lender. The client has now become a multi-service client of 
HA&W, and HA&W is helping the company be successful in several areas within the 
business, including data security, Sarbanes-Oxley, budgeting, income tax, technical 
accounting and valuation.

Contact:
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Director of Financial Reporting 
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770-353-4763  
ramon.scheffer@hawcpa.com 
www.hawcpa.com 

“HA&W helped us 
tremendously with getting 
accounting support ready 
for our auditors, including 
completing account 
reconciliations, impairment 
analyses, drafting financial 
statements, etc.  They are 
also helping us improve  
our internal control 
structure / SOX compliance. 
We couldn’t have done it 
without them.”
– SVP of Finance & Accounting

HA&W PREPARED DOCUMENTATION THAT HELPED A “BIG FOUR” 
FIRM COMPLETE THEIR AUDIT WITHIN THE AGGRESSIVE DEADLINE 
SET BY CLIENT


